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Abstract
In this paper we consider the generalized algebraic Riccati equation (GARE) for a
continuous-time descriptor system. Necessary and sucient conditions for the existence
of stabilizing solutions of the GARE are derived based on the Hamiltonian matrix pencil
approach. A parametrization of all stabilizing solutions is also provided. The main result
has a potential applicability to a wide class of control problems for a descriptor system,
including H2=H1 controls. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider the following generalized algebraic Riccati equa-
tion (GARE) for a continuous-time descriptor system (DS) that consists of
coupled equations
ATX  X TA Q X TRX  0; ETX  X TE; 1:1
where E;A;Q;R 2 Rnn; Q  QT and R  RT. The matrix E is singular in general
with rank E  r6 n. No assumptions are made on the definiteness of Q and R.
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The GARE of the form like (1.1) has been first proposed in the infinite-
horizon descriptor linear quadratic control problem (DLQCP). Lewis [12] has
employed the GARE
ETXA ATXE  Qÿ ETXB SRÿ1ST  BTXE  0 1:2
with X  X T > 0 to solve the DLQCP under the condition that ÿsE  A is
regular and impulse-free and some conditions of controllability and
observability. Bender and Laub [1] have pointed out that, in the case where the
descriptor system has impulsive modes, the GARE (1.2) may have no solution
even though the DLQCP has a solution. They have derived a fairly complete
solution to the DLQCP in terms of the four types of algebraic Riccati equa-
tions with reduced dimensions coming from a singular value decomposition
(SVD) coordinate system. Katayama and Minamino [8] have thought out the
GARE
ATX  YA Qÿ YB SRÿ1ST  BTX   0; ETX  YE; 1:3
in order to eliminate the defect that the GARE (1.2) may have no solution
unless ÿsE  A is impulse-free. In fact, it has been proved that (1.3) is essen-
tially equivalent to the four algebraic equations of Bender and Laub [1].
Furthermore they have discussed a method of the spectral factorization of the
improper spectral matrix using the GARE (1.3).
Also, a symmetric GARE with Y  X T has been developed by Clements [2]
and employed to analyze robustness of the linear quadratic regulator for a DS
[17]. The GARE (1.3) and its symmetric version are equivalent in the existence
of stabilizing solutions, for it can be shown that if the unsymmetric GARE has
a stabilizing solution, so does the symmetric one [8]. Only the dierence be-
tween the two GAREs lies in a size of solution sets of X .
The authors then turned to solutions to the H1 control problem for a DS
and the related J -spectral factorization problem. (The earlier results for these
material has been developed in [9,15].) The GARE arising in these problems
has an indefinite quadratic term in general and so a new method of dealing
with such a GARE is needed. This is our motivation to study the GARE
(1.1).
The GARE (1.1) is a generalization of the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE)
for a state space system to a DS. This can be understood in the following
manner. To express the ARE: ATX  XA Q XRX  0 with X  X T in the
matrix pencil form
ÿsI  AX  X TÿsI  A  Q X TRX  0 1:4
is the well-known technique in the spectral factorization related to the optimal
control problem. Replacing ÿsI  A with ÿsE  A in (1.4), the GARE (1.1) can
be obtained.
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It will be also possible to consider dierent types of AREs for a DS. For
example, Ionescu et al. have proposed a GARE based on the Popov function
approach to solve the singular spectral and J -spectral factorization problems
[6,7].
The purpose of this paper is to derive necessary and sucient conditions for
the existence of stabilizing solutions of the GARE (1.1) and to parametrize all
stabilizing solutions based on the Hamiltonian matrix pencil approach. The
conditions are described in terms of the solution of the generalized eigenvalue
problem (GEP) corresponding to the stable finite modes and the inertia con-
dition for a real symmetric matrix corresponding to the nondynamic modes of
the related Hamiltonian matrix pencil. These conditions can be recognized as a
generalization of the existence conditions of the stabilizing solution of the
standard ARE (for example, see [3,11]). Hence, the main result of this paper
can be applied to provide a descriptor version of the bounded real lemma and
the spectral and J -spectral factorization result of a rational spectral density
matrix, which play an important role to solve the H2 and H1 control problems
for a DS [10,16].
The notations in this paper are as follows.
· T: transpose.
· H: hermitian transpose.
· Gs  GTÿs.
· The inertia of a real symmetric matrix A is expressed as
ifAg  a; b; c
by a triple of nonnegative integers a; b and c, where
a  the number of negative eigenvalues of A;
b  the number of zero eigenvalues of A;
c  the number of positive eigenvalues of A:
· For matrices A and B, if there exists a nonsingular matrix T such that
T TAT  B; 1:5
then (1.5) is expressed in short as
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly review the basic results for descriptor systems
based on [4,13].
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We consider the continuous-time descriptor systems
E _xt  Axt  But; Ex0ÿ  Ex0 2:1
yt  Cxt  Dyt; 2:2
where xt is the n-dimensional descriptor vector, ut is the m-dimensional
control vector, yt is the p-dimensional output vector and E;A 2
Rnn; B 2 Rnm; C 2 Rpn; D 2 Rpm. The matrix E is possibly singular with
rank E  r6 n. We assume that the pencil ÿsE  A is regular, namely,
detÿsE  A 6 0, so that a solution xt of the system (2.1) is uniquely de-
termined by the inverse Laplace transform. The transfer matrix of (2.1) and
(2.2) is expressed as
Gs  CsE ÿ Aÿ1B D : ÿsE  A B
C D
 
2:3
The finite zeros of ÿsE  A are called finite dynamics modes. We define two
modes for the infinite zeros of ÿsE  A which are the zeros at l  0 of the
pencil E ÿ lA. The infinite zeros of multiplicity 1 are called nondynamic
modes. The infinite zeros of multiplicity greater than 1 are called impulsive
modes. If ÿsE  A has an impulsive mode of multiplicity k, then the inverse
transform of sE ÿ Aÿ1 includes d function and its derivatives di; i  1;
2; . . . ; k ÿ 1. Hence if there exist no impulsive modes, then ÿsE  A is called
impulsive-free.
A convenient way to verify that a given matrix pencil is regular and impulse-
free is to use an SVD. Let ÿsE  A have the SVD coordinate form
ÿsE  A  S ÿsE11  A11 A12
A21 A22
 
T ; 2:4
where S and T are unitary matrices and E11  diagfr1; r2; . . . ; rrg with
r1 P r2 P    P rr > 0. Then ÿsE  A is regular and impulse-free if and only
if A22 is invertible.
If ÿsE  A is regular, impulse-free and all the finite dynamics modes are
stable, then ÿsE  A is called stable.
3. Main result
In this section, after giving the definition of stabilizing solutions of the
GARE (1.1), we derive their existence conditions and give an explicit para-
metrization of stabilizing solutions.
Definition 1. A solution X 2 Rnn of the GARE (1.1) is called a stabilizing
solution if ÿsE  A RX is stable.
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Because the matrices E and A in (1.1) are dierent from those in Section 2, it
should be noted that ÿsE  A may or may not be regular. As shown below, the
regularity of the Hamiltonian matrix pencil is necessary for the existence of
stabilizing solutions.
Let
~E  0 ÿ E
T
E 0
 
; ~A  Q A
T
A R
 
: 3:1
Then we define the Hamiltonian matrix pencil associated with (1.1) as
Hs  ÿs ~E  ~A  Q sE
T  AT
ÿsE  A R
 
: 3:2
Let V1 and V2 be arbitrary n nÿ r real matrices of full column rank such
that imV1  ker E and im V2  ker ET, respectively. Let
V  V1 0
0 V2
 
2 R2n2nÿr: 3:3
Then we have imV  ker ~E  ker ~ET. Moreover, since there exists Z 2 R2n2r
such that Z V  2 R2n2n is nonsingular, we have
ZT
V T
 
HsZ V   ÿs Z
T ~EZ 0
0 0
 
 Z
T ~AZ ZT ~AV
V T ~AZ V T ~AV
 
3:4
It follows from rank ~E  2r that ZT ~EZ 2 R2r2r is nonsingular. Furthermore,
we define
A0  V T2 AV1; R0  V T2 RV2; Q0  V T1 QV1: 3:5
Then we can see that the 2nÿ r  2nÿ r real symmetric matrix formed by
A0;Q0 and R0
R : V T ~AV  Q0 A
T
0
A0 R0
 
; 3:6
which is the (2,2) block of an SVD coordinate form of Hs, is nonsingular if
and only if Hs is regular and impulse-free.
Suppose that Hs is regular. Let the columns of U 2 C2nkÿ form a basis of
the stable finite eigenspace of Hs where kÿ6 r. Then there exists a stable
matrix K 2 Ckÿkÿ such that
~AU  ~EUK: 3:7
Partition U as
U  U1
U2
 
; U1 2 Cnkÿ ; U2 2 Cnkÿ : 3:8
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Under these preliminaries, we provide necessary and sucient conditions for
the existence of a stabilizing solution and parametrize all stabilizing solutions.
Lemma 1. The GARE (1.1) has a stabilizing solution if and only if the following
conditions hold.
1. The algebraic quadratic equation (AQE)
AT0 X0  X T0 A0  Q0  X T0 R0X0  0 3:9
has a real solution X0 such that A0  R0X0 is nonsingular.
2. rank EU1  r.
Furthermore, under these conditions, all stabilizing solutions of the GARE
(1.1) are given by
X  U2V2X0U1V1ÿ1: 3:10
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that the GARE (1.1) has a stabilizing solution.
Then we obtain
I 0
X I
 T
Hs I 0
X I
 
 0 sET  A RX 
T
ÿsE  A RX R
 
: 3:11
Since ÿsE  A RX is stable, it follows from (3.11) that Hs is regular, im-
pulse-free and has no finite zeros on C0. Thus Hs has r stable and r unstable
finite zeros and 2nÿ r infinite zeros having multiplicity 1.
We show item 1. Post-multiplying ETX  X TE by V1, we have ETXV1  0.
Hence im XV1  ker ET holds. It follows from im V2  ker ET that there exists
an nÿ r  nÿ r real matrix X0 such that XV1  V2X0. Then, pre-multiplying
ATX  X TA Q X TRX  0 by V T1 and post-multiplying by V1, we can see
that X0 satisfies (3.9). In addition, because
I 0
X0 I
 T
R
I 0
X0 I
 
 0 A0  R0X0
T
A0  R0X0 R0
 
3:12
holds and, as shown before, R is nonsingular, we see that A0  R0X0 is non-
singular. Thus item 1, holds.
We show item 2. Since X is a stabilizing solution, there exists Vf 2 Cnr of
full column rank such that
A RX Vf  EVf K; 3:13
where K 2 Crr is stable. By noting that ÿsE  A RX is regular, we can show
that EVf is also of full column rank (for example, see [4]). It then follows that
0 A RX T
A RX R
 
Vf
0
 
 0 ÿ E
T
E 0
 
Vf
0
 
K: 3:14
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From (3.11) and (3.14), we obtain
~A
Vf
XVf
 
 ~E Vf
XVf
 
K: 3:15
By uniqueness of the stable generalized eigenspace,
im
U1
U2
 
 im Vf
XVf
 
3:16
holds for any U . Thus we can conclude that rank EU1  r.
We show that all stabilizing solutions are described by the form of (3.10).
Post-multiplying (1.1) by U1 and using (3.7), we have
A RX TXU1 ÿ U2  ETXU1 ÿ U2ÿK: 3:17
Since ÿsE  A RX is stable and ÿK is anti-stable, we obtain XU1  U2.
Therefore we get
X U1 V1  U2 V2X0: 3:18
We shall prove that rank EU1  r if and only if U1 V1 is nonsingular. Sup-
pose that U1V1 is nonsingular. Then EU1 has r columns. Let EU1x  0. Then,
from U1x 2 ker E, there exists y such that U1x  V1y, implying x  0 and y  0.
Thus EU1 has rank r. Conversely, suppose that rank EU1  r. Then [U1 V1] is
square. Let U1x V1y  0. It then follows from EV1  0 that EU1x  0. Hence
x  0 and V1y  0 hold. Since V1 is of full column rank, we have y  0. Thus
U1 V1 is nonsingular. Therefore, from (3.18), we have X  U2 V2X0U1V1ÿ1.
Sufficiency. Suppose that items 1 and 2 hold. It suces to show that, under
these conditions, (3.10) is a stabilizing solution of the GARE (1.1). A proof
that (3.10) is real can be obtained in almost the same way as the case of the
ARE (see [14]), so is omitted.
We now show that (3.10) satisfies the GARE (1.1). It follows from (3.7) that
KHUH2 EU1  U H2 EU1K 
U1
U2
 H
R 0
0 ÿ Q
 
U1
U2
 
: 3:19
Hence UH2 EU1 is a solution of the Lyapunov equation
KHP  PK  U1
U2
 H
R 0
0 ÿ Q
 
U1
U2
 
: 3:20
Since K is stable, UH2 EU1 is hermitian and unique. Then we have
U1 V1HETX ÿ X TEU1 V1  U1 V1HETU2 V2X0 ÿ U2 V2X0HEU1 V1
 U
H
1 E
TU2 ÿ U H2 EU1 0
0 0
 
 0:
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From item 2, U1 V1 is nonsingular, and hence ETX  X TE holds. Let
SX   ATX  X TA Q X TRX . Using (3.7), (3.9) and so on, we can show
that (3.10) satisfies U1V1HSX U1 V1  0, so that (3.10) is a solution of the
GARE (1.1).
Finally we show that ÿsE  A RX is stable. It follows from (3.7), (3.8) and
(3.10) that
ÿsE  A RX U1 V1  EU1 AV1  RV2X0 ÿsIr  K 00 Inÿr
 
: 3:21
Let us show that EU1AV1  RV2X0 is nonsingular. Suppose that there exists a
vector g such that gHEU1AV1  RV2X0  0. Then, from EV1  0, we have
gHEU1V1  0, that is, ETg  0. Thus we see that there exists a vector n such
that g  V2n. It follows from gHAV1  RV2X0  0 that n;HA0  R0X0  0.
Hence we conclude that n  0 and g  0 and that EU1AV1  RV2X0  is non-
singular. Therefore, (3.21) indicates that ÿsE  A RX is stable. 
Lemma 2. For all stabilizing solutions of the GARE (1.1), all the finite zeros of
ÿsE  A RX are the stable finite zeros of ÿs ~E  ~A and vise versa, and the
matrix ETX is uniquely determined.
Proof. Eq. (3.21) implies that, for all stabilizing solutions X ; ÿsE  A RX is
similar to diagfÿsIr  K; Inÿrg. Let us recall that the eigenvalues of K are the
stable finite dynamics modes of Hs. Thus we find that the first assertion
holds.
We show the second assertion. Let X1 and X2 be stabilizing solutions of (1.1).
Then we have
ATX1  X T1 A Q X T1 RX1  0; 3:22
ETX1  X T1 E; 3:23
ATX2  X T2 A Q X T2 RX2  0; 3:24
ETX2  X T2 E: 3:25
Subtract (3.24) from (3.22) to get
A RX2TX1 ÿ X2  X1 ÿ X2TA RX1  0: 3:26
From (3.21), we have
A RXiU1  EU1K; i  1; 2: 3:27
Pre-multiplying (3.26) by UH1 , post-multiplying by U1 and using (3.27) yield
KHUH1 E
TX1 ÿ X2U1  U H1 X1 ÿ X2TEU1K  0: 3:28
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Since K is stable, it follows that UH1 E
TX1 ÿ X2U1  0. Therefore, from
EV1  0, (3.23) and (3.25), we have U1 V1HETX1 ÿ X2U1 V1  0, and so
ETX1  ETX2 holds. 
Remark 1. We see from Lemma 1 that all stabilizing solutions of the GARE
are parameterized by real solutions of the AQE (3.10) and so are not unique in
general unless E is nonsingular. It should be however noted from Lemma 2 that
even if there exist many stabilizing solutions, some significant properties re-
main preserved. Therefore, for practical use, we have only to find one stabi-
lizing solution.
Next we consider conditions for the AQE (3.10) to have a real solution.
Lemma 3. Define the 2k  2k real symmetric matrix as
R^  Q^ A^
T
A^ R^
 
; 3:29
where A^; Q^; R^ 2 Rkk with Q^  Q^T and R^  R^T. Then the AQE
A^TX^  X^ T A^ Q^ X^ TR^X^  0 3:30
has a real solution such that A^ R^X^ is nonsingular if and only if
ifR^g  k; 0; k: 3:31
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that the AQE (3.30) has a real solution X^ such that
A^ R^X^ is nonsingular. It then follows that
R^  I 0
X^ I
 T
R^
I 0
X^ I
 
 0  A^ R^X^ 
T
A^ R^X^ R^
" #
3:32
 0  A^ R^X^ 
T
A^ R^X^ 0
" #
: 3:33
The last line follows from the nonsingularity of A^ R^X^ . Therefore, from Sil-
vester’s inertia theorem, (3.31) holds.
Sufficiency. The proof is constructive. Suppose that (3.31) holds. There
exists a real nonsingular L such that
LTR^L  R11 0
0 0
 
3:34
where R11 2 Rk1k1 is symmetric and nonsingular. Partition LT A^ as
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LT A^  A1
A2
 
; A1 2 Rk1k; A2 2 Rkÿk1k: 3:35
Noting that A2 is a wide matrix, we see that there exists a real nonsingular N
such that
A2N  A21 0; A21 2 Rkÿk1kÿk1: 3:36
Partition A1N as
A1N  A11 A12; A11 2 Rk1kÿk1; A12 2 Rk1k1 : 3:37
Then we obtain
LT A^N  A11 A12
A21 0
 
: 3:38
Let
N TQ^N  Q11 Q12
QT12 Q22
 
; 3:39
where Q11 2 Rkÿk1kÿk1. Then we have
R^  N 0
0 L
 T
R^
N 0
0 L
 

Q11 Q12 AT11 A
T
21
QT12 Q22 A
T
12 0
A11 A12 R11 0
A21 0 0 0
2664
3775: 3:40
Since R^ is nonsingular, A21 is also nonsingular. Thus, using the nonsingularity
of R11 and A21, after some tedious manipulation, we obtain
R^ 
0 0 0 AT21
0 Q22 ÿ AT12Rÿ111 A12 0 0
0 0 R11 0
A21 0 0 0
2664
3775: 3:41
Let ifR11g  ka; 0; kb. Then, from (3.31), (3.41) and
i 0 A
T
21
A21 0
  
 k ÿ k1; 0; k ÿ k1; 3:42
we have ifQ22 ÿ AT12Rÿ111 A12g  kb; 0; ka. Therefore two symmetric real Schur
decompositions (see Section 8.1.1 in [5]) yield
R11  STJS 3:43
and
Q22 ÿ AT12Rÿ111 A12  ÿT TJT ; 3:44
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where S and T are real nonsingular matrices and
J  ÿIka 0
0 Ikb
 
: 3:45
We now define X^ij; i; j  1; 2 as
X^11  0; 3:46
X^12   Sÿ1T ÿ Rÿ111 A12; 3:47
X^21  ÿ 12 AÿT21 Q11; 3:48
X^22  ÿ AÿT21 Q12  AT11X^12: 3:49
It is easy to verify that X^ij; i; j  1; 2 satisfy
AT11X^11  X^ T11A11  AT21X^21  X^ T21A21  Q11  X^ T11R11X^11  0; 3:50
AT11X^12  AT21X^22  X^ T11A12  Q12  X^ T11R11X^12  0; 3:51
AT12X^12  X^ T12A12  Q22  X^ T12R11X^12  0: 3:52
Arranging the above equations yields
A11 A12
A21 0
 T
X^11 X^12
X^21 X^22
 
 X^11 X^12
X^21 X^22
 T
A11 A12
A21 0
 
 Q11 Q12
QT12 Q22
 
 X^11 X^12
X^21 X^22
 T
R11 0
0 0
 
X^11 X^12
X^21 X^22
 
 0 3:53
Pre-multiplying this by NÿT and post-multiplying by Nÿ1, we get (3.30) with
X^  L X^11 X^12
X^21 X^22
 
Nÿ1: 3:54
Therefore the above X^ is a real solution of the AQE (3.30). This completes the
proof. 
Remark 2. To explain the meaning of the inertia condition (3.31), consider the
scalar AQE
rx2  2ax q  0; 3:55
where a; q; r 2 R. Then it is easy to show
i
q a
a r
  
 1; 0; 1 , a2 ÿ qr > 0: 3:56
It is obvious that the latter condition is equivalent to the fact that the
discriminant of (3.55) is positive. Hence the condition (3.31) can be regarded
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as a generalization of the discriminant condition to matrix quadratic
equations.
Applying this lemma to the first item of Lemma 1, we have the main result of
this paper.
Theorem 1. The GARE (1.1) has a stabilizing solution if and only if the fol-
lowing conditions hold.
(a) ifRg  nÿ r; 0; nÿ r;where R is given by (3.9).
(b) rank EU1  r.
Furthermore, under these conditions, all stabilizing solutions are given by (3.11).
4. Numerical example
Consider the GARE (1.1) where
E 
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775; A 
1 0 3 0
ÿ5 1 2 0
3 0 1 0
0 0 0 ÿ9
26664
37775; 4:1
Q 
9 0 0 0
0 ÿ3 0 0
0 0 ÿ1 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775; R 
1 0 0 0
0 5 0 0
0 0 ÿ2 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775: 4:2
We choose V1 and V2 as
V1 
ÿ1 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
2664
3775; V2 
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
2664
3775: 4:3
Then we see that the eigenvalues of
R 
9 0 5 ÿ 3
0 ÿ 1 2 1
5 2 5 0
ÿ3 1 0 ÿ 2
2664
3775 4:4
defined in (3.9) are ÿ3:2130, ÿ1:7950, 3.1395 and 12.8685, and so
ifRg  2; 0; 2 holds. Therefore, by the proof of suciency of Lemma 3, we
can obtain the following real solution of the AQE (3.10)
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X0  ÿ1:2124 ÿ 1:06270:5887 ÿ 0:1694
 
: 4:5
Next, solving the GEP related to the stable finite eigenspace of the Hamiltonian
matrix pencil, we get
U1 
0 ÿ 0:3026
0 ÿ 0:8069
0 0:7967
0:9985 0
2664
3775; U2 
0 0:5907
0 ÿ 0:4599
0 ÿ 0:0556
0:0556 0
2664
3775: 4:6
It is easy to see that rank EU1  2  rank E.
Therefore, from Theorem 1, the GARE has a stabilising solution and one of
the stabilizing solutions is given by
X  U2 V2X0U1 V1ÿ1

0 ÿ 0:7321 0 0
1:2124 ÿ 0:9340 ÿ 1:0627 0
ÿ0:5887 0:1225 ÿ 0:1694 0
0 0 0 0:0557
2664
3775: 4:7
5. Conclusions
We have considered the GARE for a continuous-time DS. Based on the
Hamiltonian matrix pencil approach, we have derived necessary and sucient
conditions for the existence of stabilizing solutions of the GARE and provided
an explicit parametrization of all stabilizing solutions.
The main result of this paper, Theorem 1, is a generalization of the well-
known existence condition of the stabilizing solution of the ARE to a DS and
has a tractable form. It can be therefore applied to a wide class of control
problems for a continuous-time descriptor system, including the H2 and H1
control problems [9,10,15,16].
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